
Couple.com Announces "Date 'Til You Die"
Event: A Revolutionary Leap in Online Speed
Dating

Couple.com's "Date 'Til You Die" event is

poised to break world records and

distribute cash prizes as it revolutionizes the dating industry with AI technology.

BASKING RIDGE, NEW JERSEY, UNITED SATES, April 9, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Couple.com, the
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innovative online dating platform renowned for its unique

blend of technology and social interaction, is thrilled to

announce the upcoming "Date 'Til You Die" event.

Scheduled for April 25th, this groundbreaking event is not

only set to shatter world records but also to unveil a

revolutionary feature that promises to redefine the

landscape of online dating.

"Date 'Til You Die" is an extraordinary endeavor, aiming to

bring together a record-breaking number of participants in a marathon of speed dating rounds.

The event will persist until only 30 contenders remain, each receiving a $100 Amazon gift card,

with over $5,000 in total prizes up for grabs.

"This is not just an event; it's a celebration of love, technology, and the relentless human spirit,"

says Ryan Beswick, CEO of Couple.com, Inc. "We've spent four years developing a feature that

will transform how people find love online. 'Date 'Til You Die' is the perfect stage to announce

this innovation to the world."

Couple.com's platform offers an engaging alternative to conventional swipe-based dating apps.

The site hosts online singles parties with entertainment, games, speed dating, and AI matching,

facilitating immediate connections in a fun and secure environment.

The event aims to set multiple world records, including the most attendees at a speed dating

event, the highest number of dates conducted, and the most mutual matches made online. This

record attempt is a testament to Couple.com's growing community and its commitment to

creating genuine, meaningful connections.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://couple.com


Record-setting online speed-dating event with the

largest dating pool and cash prizes.

"Our AI-driven platform is all about

understanding the nuances of human

interactions," Beswick explains. "We're

excited to see our community come

together for this monumental event

and to witness the magic of connection

in real time."

Participants will experience the full

breadth of Couple.com's innovative

features, including interactive games,

live entertainment, speed dating, and

AI matching in lively virtual

environments designed to emulate the

vibrancy of in-person dating

experiences.

Join a record-breaking number of

singles on April 25th at this historic

event and discover the future of online

dating. For more information and to

register for the "Date 'Til You Die"

event, visit Couple.com.

About Couple.com:

Couple.com is a cutting-edge online dating platform that merges AI technology with real-world

social interactions, providing a unique and effective dating experience for urban singles. With a

focus on quality matches and engaging online events, Couple.com is redefining the standards of

online dating.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/702133491
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